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We introdu e AVISS, a tool for se urity proto ol analysis
that supports the integration of ba k-ends implementing di erent sear h
te hniques, allowing for their systemati and quantitative omparison
and paving the way to their e e tive intera tion. As a signi ant example, we have implemented three ba k-ends, and used the AVISS tool
to analyze and nd aws in 36 proto ols, in luding 31 problems in the
Clark-Ja ob's proto ol library and a previously unreported aw in the
Denning-Sa o proto ol.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

We des ribe the AVISS (Automated Veri ation of In nite State Systems) tool
for se urity proto ol analysis, whi h supports the simple integration of di erent
ba k-end sear h engines. As example ba k-ends, we have implemented an on-they model- he ker, an analyzer based on onstraint logi , and a SAT-based modelhe ker. Although ea h of these ba k-ends an work independently, integrating
them into a single tool allows for the systemati and quantitative omparison
of their relative strengths, and paves the way for their e e tive intera tion. As
an initial experiment, we have used the tool to analyze and nd aws in 36
proto ols, in luding a previously unknown aw in the Denning-Sa o proto ol
and previously reported atta ks (see [4℄) to 31 proto ols of [2℄.
The AVISS tool has a web-based graphi al user-interfa e (a essible at the URL: www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~softe h/resear h/
proje ts/aviss) that aids proto ol spe i ation and allows one to sele t and
on gure di erent ba k-ends.
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The system

The AVISS tool supports automati proto ol analysis in the presen e of an a tive
intruder. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system onsists of di erent, independent
modules. Proto ols are formulated in a high-level proto ol spe i ation language
?
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(HLPSL). The translator HLPSL2IF performs a stati analysis to he k the
exe utability of the proto ol (i.e. whether ea h prin ipal has enough knowledge
to ompose the messages he is supposed to send), and then ompiles the proto ol
and intruder a tivities into an intermediate format (IF) based on rst-order
multiset rewriting. The IF unambiguously spe i es an in nite state transition
system. Afterwards, di erent translators are employed that translate the IF into
the input language of di erent analysis tools. The IF an be also generated in
a typed variant (the untyped one is the default), whi h leads to smaller sear h
spa es at the ost of abstra ting away type- aws (if any) from the proto ol.
The input language HLPSL supports the de laration of proto ols using standard \Ali e&Bob" style notation indi ating how messages are ex hanged between prin ipals [2℄. Additionally, one spe i es type information, initial knowledge of prin ipals, possible intruder behavior (e.g. variants of the Dolev-Yao
model), and information about session instan es (given expli itly or impli itly
by de laring roles, with possibly several instan es in parallel).1 Se urity obje tives (authenti ation and se re y) an also be de lared. For example, the HLPSL
spe i ation of (the authenti ation part of) the well-known Needham-S hroeder
Publi Key (NSPK) proto ol [2℄ is:
PROTOCOL NSPK;
Identifiers
Messages
A, B: user;
1. A -> B: {A,Na}Kb
Na, Nb: non e;
2. B -> A: {Na,Nb}Ka
Ka, Kb: publi _key;
3. A -> B: {Nb}Kb
Intruder_knowledge I, a, b, ka, kb, ki;
Goal B authenti ate A on Na;

Ease of tool integration was an important design onsideration for the AVISS
tool. We urrently have implemented three ba k-ends for performing omplementary automated proto ol analysis te hniques.
The On-the- y model- he ker (OFMC): The transition relation spe i ed by the IF is unrolled starting from the initial state produ ing an in nite
1

Note also that the tool handles several types of keys: symmetri (atomi or nonatomi ), asymmetri (publi ), and arrays of asymmetri keys are supported.

tree that is model- he ked on-the- y. We use Haskell, a ompiled lazy fun tional
programming language, to modularly spe ify the sear h spa e, redu tion methods, heuristi s, and pro edures, generalizing the method of [1℄. When an atta k is
found, it is reported to the user by means of the sequen e of ex hanged messages.
Constraint-Logi -based model- he ker (CL): The IF is translated into
a rst-order theory whi h is input to the daTa prover [5℄. The CL ba k-end
ombines rewrite-based rst-order theorem proving with onstraint logi in order to handle properties su h as asso iativity/ ommutativity of operators for
representing sets of messages. Message ex hanges and intruder a tivities are dire tly translated from the IF rewrite rules into lauses; sear hing for a aw then
amounts to sear hing for an in oheren e in the resulting formula.
The SAT-based Model-Che ker (SATMC): The SAT-based modelhe ker builds a propositional formula en oding a bounded unrolling of the
transition relation spe i ed by the IF, the initial state, and the set of states
representing a violation of the se urity properties. The propositional formula is
then fed to a state-of-the-art SAT solver ( urrently Cha , SIM, and SATO are
supported) and any model found by the solver is translated ba k into an atta k,
whi h is reported to the user.
There are other tools for proto ol analysis providing similar features, e.g. [3,
6, 7℄. To our knowledge, only CAPSL [3℄, with its intermediate language CIL, is
designed to support multiple analysis te hniques. There are however several important di eren es between CAPSL/CIL and the AVISS tool. First, the CAPSL
translator does not generate atta ker rules, whereas we are able to produ e IF
rules from the spe i ation of the intruder behavior. Se ond, we test a more
general notion of exe utability (useful for e- ommer e proto ols su h as nonrepudiation proto ols). CAPSL is unable to translate proto ols where a prin ipal
re eives a ipher, say fN agK , and later re eives the key K and then uses N a in
some message. In our ase, the prin ipal will store fN agK and will de rypt it
when he later re eives the key. Finally, based on the available published experiments, the AVISS tool and its ba k-ends are onsiderably more e e tive on the
Clark-Ja ob's library than CAPSL and its urrent onne tors.
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Experiments

We have run su essfully the AVISS tool to nd aws in 36 proto ols, in luding
32 proto ols from the Clark-Ja ob's library [2, 4℄. Of the 36 proto ols analyzed,
31 were already reported to be inse ure in [4℄ whereas for 1, namely the Denning
Sa o proto ol, no aw was previously found. Table 1 lists the performan e of the
three ba k-ends on these problems.2 Preliminary to the exe ution of the ba kends we generated both the untyped and the typed version of the IF spe i ations
by means of the HLPSL2IF translator. The OFMC and the CL ba k-end were
run against the untyped and the typed IF spe i ations of ea h proto ol. The
2

The proto ols marked with a \ " are variants of proto ols in [2℄ that we have additionally analyzed. Times are obtained on a PC with a 1.4GHz Pentium III pro essor
and 512Mb of RAM. The SATMC timings are obtained using the Cha solver [8℄.

kind of the atta k found (if any) and the time spent by ea h ba k-end are given
in the orresponding olumns. For SATMC we give a pair of values te =ts , where
te is the en oding time, i.e. the time spent to generate the propositional formula,
and ts is the sear h time, i.e. the time spent by the SAT solver to he k the
formula. Note that the analysis of the untyped and typed IF spe i ations may
lead to the dete tion of di erent kinds of atta ks. Sin e SATMC is not suited
to analyze untyped IF spe i ations, we applied it to typed spe i ations only
(and thus not on proto ols su ering from type aw atta ks).
Table 1 allows us also to analyze and ompare the performan e of the individual ba k-ends. The OFMC model- he ker performs uniformly well on all the
proto ols: most of the atta ks are found in a fra tion of a se ond, and dete ting
all the atta ks requires a total time of less than one minute. The poorer timings
of the CL ba k-end are balan ed by the fa t that it is based on an o -the-shelf
prover (daTa ) and it o ers other advantages su h as the simple integration of
algebrai relations on message onstru tors (e.g. ommutativity of en ryptions
in RSA). For SATMC, the experiments show that the time spent to generate the
SAT formula largely dominates the time spent to he k the satis ability of the
SAT instan e. Nevertheless, in many ases the overall timing is not too far from
that of OFMC and it is better than that of CL. It is also interesting to observe
that in many ases the time spent by the SAT solver is smaller than the time
spent by OFMC for the same proto ol.
We have begun experimenting with larger e- ommer e proto ols and the
rst results are very promising. For example, we have been able to ompile and
analyze the ard-holder registration phase of SET proto ol. Sin e our tool an
only dete t atta ks (and for a orre t proto ol it only terminates when he king
a nite number of sessions), we are also working on implementing ba k-ends that
an nd se urity proofs for orre t proto ols.
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Table 1.

Performan e of the AVISS tool ba k-ends over the testsuite

Proto ol Name

Kind of
AVISS
Atta k OFMC CL SATMC
ISO symm. key 1-pass unilateral auth.
Replay
0.0
2.0
0.2/0.0
ISO symm. key 2-pass mutual auth.
Replay
0.0
3.9
0.4/0.0
Andrew Se ure RPC prot.
Type aw
0.0
4.3
na
Replay
0.1 32.7 80.6/2.7
ISO CCF 1-pass unilateral auth.
Replay
0.0
2.2
0.2/0.0
ISO CCF 2-pass mutual auth.
Replay
0.0
4.6
0.5/0.0
Needham-S hroeder Conventional Key
Replay STS 0.3 63.4 29.3/0.4
Denning-Sa o (symmetri )
Type aw
0.0 16.0
na
Otway-Rees
Type aw
0.0 10.7
na
Yahalom with Lowe's alteration
Type aw
0.0 44.1
na
Woo-Lam 1
Type aw
0.0
0.8
na
Woo-Lam 2
Type aw
0.0
0.8
na
Woo-Lam 3
Type aw
0.0
0.8
na
Woo-Lam 
PS
0.2 1075.0 3.3/0.0
Woo-Lam Mutual auth.
PS
0.3 245.6 1024.1/8.0
Needham-S hroeder Signature prot.
MITM
0.1 53.9 3.8/0.1

Type aw
0.0
6.2
na
Neuman Stubblebine initial part

Replay STS 0.0
3.5 15.2/0.2
Neuman Stubblebine rep. part
Neuman Stubblebine ( omplete)
Type aw
0.0 46.8
na
Kehne Langendorfer S hoenwalder (rep. part) PS
0.2 199.4
mo/Kao Chow rep. auth., 1
Replay STS 0.5 76.8 16.3/0.2
Kao Chow rep. auth., 2
Replay STS 0.5 45.3 339.7/2.1
Kao Chow rep. auth., 3
Replay STS 0.5 50.1 1288.0/mo
ISO publi key 1-pass unilateral auth.
Replay
0.0
4.2
0.3/0.0
ISO publi key 2-pass mutual auth.
Replay
0.0 11.1 1.2/0.0
 Needham-S hroeder Publi Key NSPK
MITM
0.0 12.9 1.8/0.1
NSPK with key server
MITM
1.1
to
4.3/0.0
 NSPK with Lowe's x
Type aw
0.0 31.1
na
SPLICE/AS auth. prot.
Replay
4.0 352.4 5.5/0.1
Hwang and Chen's modi ed SPLICE
MITM
0.0 13.1
ns
Denning Sa o Key Distr. with Publi Key MITM
0.5 936.9
ns
Shamir Rivest Adelman Three Pass prot.
Type aw
0.0
0.7
na
En rypted Key Ex hange
PS
0.1 240.8 75.4/1.8
Davis Swi k Private Key Certi ates, prot. 1 Type aw
0.1 106.2
na
Replay
1.2
to
1.4/0.0
Davis Swi k Private Key Certi ates, prot. 2 Type aw
0.2 348.5
na
Replay
0.9
to
2.7/0.0
Davis Swi k Private Key Certi ates, prot. 3 Replay
0.0
2.7
1.5/0.0
Davis Swi k Private Key Certi ates, prot. 4 Replay
0.0 36.0 8.2/0.1
Legenda: MITM: Man-in-the-Middle. PS: Parallel-Session. Replay STS: Replay atta k
based on a Short-Term Se ret. na: Not Attempted. ns: Not Supported. mo: Memory
Out. to: Time Out (> 1 hour).

